MAGNET LATTICE OF TCF
Now we have changed magnet lattice of tau-charm collider.
The previous one [?I was baaed on conventional flat beam scheme. The new lattice [?] is versatile and allows to use both standard scheme and monochromatization one. To have the possibility of a use both schemes the versatile lattice should to fulfil few conditions. Two of them are of mmt importance. The first is a possibility to change an emittance approximately in 20 timea: from 300 f 400 nm for the conventional scheme up to 15 i 20 nm for the scheme with monochromatization. The second is a necessity of a change polarity in micrebeta quadrupoles. The last condition is a consequence of a fact one wants to gain in energy resolution without loss of a luminosity in the cme the monochromatization is made in the vertical plane.
The big change of an emittance is achieved by use of different phase advances in a regular cell for conventional scheme and monochromatization scheme and by appropriate w e of wigglers. In high emittance lattice (conventional scheme) 60° phase advance is used in a regular cell. Two variants of wigglers switching to increase an emittance compared with those generated in bending magnets are now under consideration, In the first variant Robinson wigglers reduce horizontal damping partition number J, from 1 to 0.6. Robinson wiggler consists of 4 blocks each of 0.23111 long. It is necessary 4 such wigglers located close to each of 4 dispersion snppre~sors with gradient G=4.3T/m and mynetic field B=0.35T. Four dipole wigglers each of 1.0mlong with magnetic field B=1.9T, located in first half cell of suppressor, produce an additional increase of emittance. The magnetic elements location and lattice functions in this variant are shown in Fig. 1 . In the second variant the dipole wigglers only are used to increase an emittance. The magnetic field in dipole wigglers is 2.6T in this case.
When comparing two variants (%ble 1) one sees the first one is preferable from the point of view smaller RF voltage is needed to keep bunches short. On the other hand, in the second variant damping times are smaller that it important for the injection and beam-beam effects. The final choice can be done after comprehensive study problem mentioned above and others such aa multibunch instabilities, broadband impedance restriction etc.
For monochromatization scheme, the horizontal phase advance is 90° in a regular cell. Dipole wigglers are switched off. Robinson wigglers are switched on in a way to reduce an emittance by increasing horizontal damping partition number J, from 1 to 2. The value of gradient in wiggler is G=7.3T/m and magnetic field B=1.9T. The dispersion suppressor is made flexible enough to cancel diapersion in both 60' lattice and 90' one.
To make a small beta's at interaction point (LP.) p: = 0.30m and / ?: = 0.01m two quadrupoles are wed instead of triplet [?] . When changing polarities in quads for monochromator optics (Fig. 2) ) the values of beta's become = 0.01m, a,* = 0.15m and vertical dispersion D; = 0.36m. The preliminary verticd separation is made by vertical separator. The vertical distance between beam axis in parasitic LP. is 24a, for conventional scheme and 1 la, for monochromatization scheme.
The chromaticity correction is made now for high emittance lattice. With 60' phase advance per regular cell 6 sextupole families have been used to correct chromatic properties. The solution have been found provides f1.8% of energy acceptance. The beam lifetime for conventional scheme is defined by beam-beam breamstrdung predominantly and, to some extent, by neutral gas scattering. With longitudinal acceptance 1.8% and average pressure in vacuum chamber of 2 -10" Pa it is of 5 hours. The beam lifetime for monochromatization scheme is defined by Tonschek effect and depends strongly on dynamic aperture. is designed here and the white-circuit type of the resonant scheme of booster power supply is adopted. The compensation of the pulse loss is realized by the isolation reactors from the special pulse power supplies. The design dates of the booster power supply are presented in a b l e 2.
There are a three subsystems for the system of the power supply of the tau-charm factory storage ring. They ieed: 1) superconducting quadrupoles and dypole wigglers; 2) s e p tum magnets; 3) dipoles, quadrupoles, sextupoles, Robinson wigglers. The third group has a big energy capacitance and is quit expensive. It consists of 160 dipole magnets, The vacuum chamber of tau-charm factory is manufactured from aluminum and designed in such a manner that SR goea through next straight section and is absorbed at the bending magnet end (Fig. 2) . The vacuum volume at the bending magnet region is divided on two parts: the beam chamber and the antechamber. The chamber aperture is 49x64" and it isn't varied along the whole chamber length, The gap between the beam chamber and antechamber has been chosen to fnlfil the condition of 95% SR paeaing through. The SR absorber is made as water-cooling couplers tube with extended surface. The absorbers have the outlet SR extracting windows for the wer purposea.
The stimulated outgassing per a bending magnet is equal to 8.10' 8 [m3.Pa/sec]. Using the combined pumps with the pumping speed 0.4m3/eec, one gets the preesure about 2.10"Pa at the absorber location. The additional pump is wed for the pumping of the remaining part of vacuum volume and providea the pressure at the level 2.10-8Pa. Each feeder line includes a ferrite circulator with a ballast load, that allows to refuse from phase shifter wing. The effective automatic phase control is provided by the electronic phaae shifter in a preliminary stage of a RF amplifier. The main coaxial feeder connecting a circulator output and a cavity input haa the cross section dimensions 160 x 70 mm and the wave impedance SO Ohm. Thns the RF power supplier consists of 4 independent FR lines with the total output power 320 kW. 
